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Abstract

Recoil polarimetry was used to extract the ratio of the proton electromagnetic form factors,µpG
p
E

/

G
p
M

= 0.878± 0.064(stat)± 0.012(sys), atQ2 = 1.13 (GeV/c)2 from the reaction1H(�e, e �p). This was
an ancillary measurement in which the proton polarization was determined as part of a larger p
utilizing a stand-alone polarimeter designed to measureµnGn

E
/Gn

M
. This measurement complements p

vious recoil polarimetry measurements ofµpG
p
E

/G
p
M

made at the Thomas Jefferson National Acceler
Facility.
 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.

PACS: 14.20.Dh; 13.40.Gp; 25.30.Bf; 24.70.+s

Keywords: NUCLEAR REACTIONS1H(polarizede, e′p), E = 2329 MeV; measured recoil proton spectra, polarizatio
1H deduced ratio of electromagnetic form factors.

1. Introduction

Much attention has recently been given to the proton electromagnetic form factors b
of the apparent inconsistency in results [1] obtained from the Rosenbluth separation [2–
polarization transfer [5–7] measurements. Data taken with the Rosenbluth separation te
indicate thatGp

E andG
p
M have the same approximateQ2 dependence, up to an overall sc

factor, such that

µpG
p
E(Q2)

G
p
M(Q2)

≈ 1, (1)

whereµp is the proton magnetic moment. More recent polarization transfer measuremen
formed in Hall A at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility reveal a linear dev
toward smaller values of the ratioGp

E/G
p
M with increasingQ2. It has been suggested [8] that th

result indicates that the electric charge distribution of the proton may be more diffuse than
ously thought, but in light of recent theoretical efforts [9,10] to understand the role of two-p
exchange contributions to elastice–p scattering, a different physical description of the proto
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radial distribution of charge and magnetism may be forthcoming. A linear fit to the polariz
transfer data taken in Hall A [6] gives the following result,

µpg = 1.0− 0.13
(
Q2 − 0.4

)
, (2)

where

g ≡ GE

GM

. (3)

The Sachs form factors,GE and GM , describe the electric and magnetic structure of
nucleon and depend only on the transferred four-momentum squared,Q2.

In the Rosenbluth separation technique a reduced cross section,σR , is defined as

σR = dσ

dΩ

ε(1+ τ)

τσNS
= G2

M + ε

τ
G2

E, (4)

whereε = [1+ 2(1+ τ) tan2(θ/2)]−1 parametrizes the transverse component of the virtual
ton polarization,θ is the scattering angle of the electron in the laboratory frame,τ = Q2/4m2

p,
and the “nonstructure” cross section,σNS, is expressed in terms of the incident beam energyE,
scattered electron energyE′, and Mott cross section,σMott as

σNS = E′

E
σMott. (5)

In this method data are taken at a fixed value ofQ2, and consequently a fixed value ofτ , while ε

is varied by adjusting the beam energy and scattering angle. The magnetic form factor is ex
at ε/τ = 0; the electric form factor is extracted as the slope of the reduced cross section
ε/τ is varied. Because the electric form factor is suppressed by the factorε/τ in the reduced
cross section,GE becomes increasingly difficult to extract at high momentum transfer.

Polarization transfer techniques use recoil polarimetry to measure the ratio of the sid
and longitudinal polarization components,PS/PL, of the recoil nucleon. In the plane-wave im
pulse approximation, the ratio of polarization components is proportional to the ratio o
electric and magnetic form factors [11],

PS

PL

= −KS

KL

g, (6)

whereKS andKL are functions of kinematic quantitiesτ andθ . As it is a ratio technique, pola
ization transfer methods do not suffer from the same systematic uncertainties as the Ros
separation. The polarization measured is given byPi = ξi/APOL, wherePi indicates a polariza
tion component transverse to the nucleon’s momentum,ξi the associated scattering asymme
andAPOL the effective analyzing power of the polarimeter. Because the polarization recoil
nique measures a ratio, many systematic effects cancel. The polarimeter analyzing pow
incident beam polarization need not be determined so long as they can be held constan
physical differences in the polarimeter cancel in the cross ratio calculation of the asymm
Furthermore, there is no need to vary the beam energy or scattering angle, both of wh
potential sources of systematic uncertainties in the Rosenbluth separation method.

We present the result of a polarization transfer measurement ofG
p
E/G

p
M using a technique

that differs from that used in Hall A. This experiment utilized a polarimeter designed specifi
for this measurement while the Hall A measurement used a polarimeter in the focal plan
magnetic spectrometer. This measurement was part of experiment 93-038, which was d
to measure the ratio of the electric and magnetic form factors of the neutron [12]. This
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provides an independent consistency check of the Hall A results and demonstrates the u
the present technique for measuring the ratio of electromagnetic form factors.

2. The experiment

The experiment was performed at Jefferson Lab in Hall C with a longitudinally pola
2329 MeV electron beam of 65 µA, and an unpolarized 15-cm liquid hydrogen target. The
ity of the incident beam was flipped at 30 Hz to minimize the effects of systematic differ
with time scales longer than the flipping frequency, such as possible differences in the a
lated charge of each helicity state. The electron beam was scattered elastically from t2
target and the scattered electrons were detected by the High Momentum Spectrometer
positioned at 30.82◦. The HMS provided information about the momentum of the scattered
trons as well as timing signals that were used as part of the event trigger. Data from the
Čerenkov counter identified electrons and pions. The polarization of the incident electron
was measured at regular intervals throughout the experiment with the Hall C Møller polari

2.1. Polarimeter

The recoil protons were detected with a polarimeter (NPOL), positioned at 46.0◦, specifically
designed for this experiment to measure the up-down scattering asymmetry arising from
verse polarization. NPOL comprised a front array, a rear array, and front and rear taggers
schematically in Fig. 1. The front array acted as the analyzer for the polarimeter and cons
twenty 10-cm× 10-cm× 100-cm scintillators arranged in four vertical layers, each stacked
scintillators high. The rear array was subdivided into two symmetric upper and lower array
composed of three layers of four scintillators. The dimensions of the inner two scintillat
each layer of the rear array were 25.4-cm×10.16-cm×101.6-cm while the outer two were 50.8
cm×10.16-cm×101.6-cm. The front and rear taggers sandwiched the front array and were
for charged particle identification. The front taggers were arranged in two vertical layers
composed of five thin (0.635-cm) scintillators stacked edgewise. The rear taggers were a
into a single vertical layer composed of eight thin (0.635-cm) scintillators stacked edgewi

NPOL was enclosed in a concrete hut with a steel collimator facing the target. The
collimator was designed primarily to attenuate neutrons originating at the target and pre

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of polarimeter (NPOL).
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Fig. 2. Top panel: corrected time-of-flight spectrum comparing the difference between measured and p
times-of-flight between the target and the front array. Bottom panel: front-rear array time-of-flight spectrum.

them from reaching the rear arrays. This collimator assured that protons originating at the
and recording signals in both front and rear arrays, underwent a rescattering in the fron
A 10-cm thick lead curtain whose purpose was to attenuate high energy photons and low
charged particles from the target was situated upstream of the steel collimator.

2.2. Data analysis and calibration

The measured time-of-flight from the target to the front array (cTOF) was compared to
culated time-of-flight, which was computed by assuming elastic scattering and using the e
kinematics determined by the HMS. A time-of-flight difference distribution, cTOF-cTOFcalc, is
shown in the top panel of Fig. 2. The peak in Fig. 2 does not fall at zero because the cal
time-of-flight did not account for energy loss in the 10-cm thick lead curtain and detect
the front array. The result is an offset to the corrected time-of-flight. A set of selection cut
placed on the corrected time-of-flight from 0.0 to 1.5 ns so that only events falling within
range were used in the asymmetry calculation.

The scattering asymmetries,ξ , were determined from time-of-flight spectra (rTOF) betwe
the front and rear arrays of NPOL. The parameter rTOF was normalized to a 250 cm fligh
so that

rTOF−→ rTOF

(
250

)
, (7)
d
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whered is the actual flight path length determined from the distance from the scattering
in the front array to the point of interaction in the rear array. The rTOF spectra were sor
beam helicity and up-down scattering; a selection cut from−1.0 to 8.0 ns was placed on rTO
so that only events falling within this range were used to calculate the yields, which were
in determining the scattering asymmetry and discussed in the next subsection. A sampl
spectrum is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2. The signal-to-background ratio for these s
was typically between 17 and 20 and a flat background was assumed and subtracted to o
scattering yields.

The polarimeter was calibrated for position and timing information. The front array left–
position calibration was performed by using proton data with Charybdis set at±80 A. At this
setting the deflection of the protons forced the position spectra to be clipped thus deter
the physical edge of the detector. The rear detector position calibrations were perform
similar manner but with a range of Charybdis settings used to increase the number of ev
the calibration. The tagger detectors were not illuminated across their entire length bec
blocking by the steel collimator so the position calibration for the taggers was made by com
against hits recorded in the front array.

The timing signals from each of the detectors in the front [rear] array were calibrated
respect to each of the other detectors in the front [rear] array. To eliminate difficulties a
from multi-hit events, the calibration was done with only single hit events. Events fromd(�e,ne)p

in which the neutron was detected in NPOL were used for this calibration since the low de
efficiency of neutrons gave a sufficient number of events with a single hit in the front arra
a single hit in the rear array. The timing calibration between the polarimeter and the HM
performed by comparing predicted and measured time-of-flight distributions for neutron da
centering the difference at zero.

2.3. Ratio method

The scattering asymmetry,ξ , was determined from the number of helicity-wise events s
tering upward or downward in NPOL. The labelRU indicates an event in which an upwa
scattering occurred from a right-handed beam helicity state, and so forth for the other thr
sibilities. The yields for each possibility were combined to form the cross ratio,r , such that

r =
[
NLDNRU

NLUNRD

]1/2

, (8)

and the scattering asymmetry was given by

ξ = 1− r

1+ r
. (9)

The cross ratio technique cancels physical differences between the top and bottom rear a
all orders.

The sideways component of polarization for the recoil proton,PS , is related to the measure
asymmetry by

ξ = APOLPS. (10)

A measurement of both the sideways and longitudinal polarization components is neces
extract the ratio of form factors as can be seen in Eq. (6). A vertical dipole magnet, C
dis, was positioned upstream of NPOL to precess the proton polarization about the vertic
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and mixPS andPL. The polarization was precessed by an angle,χ+, and the resulting asym
metry,ξ+′ , was measured. Then the Charybdis field was reversed to give an equal but o
precession angle,χ−, and the corresponding asymmetry,ξ−′ , was also measured. A ratio
asymmetries,η ≡ ξ−′/ξ+′ , was used along with Eq. (10) to give

η ≡ ξ−′

ξ+′
= A−

POL

A+
POL

P −
S

P +
S

, (11)

whereP
+(−)
S was the sideways component of polarization after precession by the angleχ+(−)

andA
+(−)
POL represents the polarimeter analyzing power during a precession byχ+(−). Because

protons are electrically charged they experienced a deflection while inside the magnetic
Charybdis. This effect limited the Charybdis field strength that could be used for the me
ment because an excessively strong field would steer the protons away from the polarim
a simple dipole field the precession angle is related to the deflection angle byχ = γ (µp − 1)φ

whereγ is the usual relativistic factor,µp is the magnetic moment of the proton, andφ is the
deflection angle. The HMS and NPOL acceptances limitedφ to approximately±2.8◦ and con-
sequently the precession angles,χ± were limited to±8.3◦.

The sideways polarizations for each precession angle are related to the ratio of the tran
sideways and longitudinal polarization components by

P −
S

P +
S

= (PS/PL)cosχ − sinχ

(PS/PL)cosχ + sinχ
. (12)

The ratio of form factors can then be expressed in terms ofη andχ by inverting Eq. (12), using
Eqs. (6) and (11), and assumingA+

POL = A−
POL to within uncertainties. The resulting express

is

g = KL

KS

(
η + 1

η − 1

)
tanχ. (13)

Systematic uncertainties associated with differences inA+
POL andA−

POL, as well as uncertaintie
in χ , are discussed in Section 3.

It is also important that the kinematics remain constant for data taken in both precession
A narrow acceptance cut on the invariant mass,W = mp ± 12 MeV/c2 wheremp is the proton
mass, eliminated inelastic events and also those events in which bremsstrahlung radiat
emitted. In both cases these events appear in the high energy tail ofW and were discarded. Th
invariant mass is related toQ2 by

W =
√

m2
p + 2mp(E − E′) − Q2. (14)

Spectra for bothW andQ2 are shown for both positive and negative Charybdis polaritie
Fig. 3. The mean for the invariant mass with positive [negative] Charybdis polarity is 0
[0.9389] (GeV/c2) with an RMS value of 0.0111 [0.0126] (GeV/c2). The mean for the trans
ferred four-momentum with positive [negative] Charybdis polarity is 1.119 [1.136] (GeV/c)2

with an RMS value of 0.044 [0.044] (GeV/c)2. The kinematics of the events used for the t
phases of the experiment agree well with each other, within the statistical uncertainties.

2.4. Determination of G
p
E/G

p
M

An algorithm was used to determineη in which event-wise rather than averaged kinema
were used. The event-wise method made no assumptions about correlations between k
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Fig. 3. Kinematics for both Charybdis polarities: (a) invariant mass for Charybdis with positive polarity. (b) Trans
momentum squared with positive polarity. (c) Invariant mass for Charybdis with negative polarity. (d) Transferr
mentum squared with negative polarity. The plots ofQ2 are for events passing theW cut.

factors and precession angles as would be necessary if one used the mean values for
cession angles,̄χ±, and kinematic factors,̄KS andK̄L, in Eq. (13). In the event-wise metho
the kinematics for each detected proton were determined from the corresponding electr
obtained by the HMS, and both the sideways and longitudinal polarization components
proton were calculated using Eq. (12) from Ref. [11] with the value forg = GE/GM being set
by the fit to the Hall A data, given in Eq. (2). We emphasize that the data themselves dete
the kinematics and weighting;τ andθe were determined from the HMS data with the assump
of elastic scattering.

Any event-wise correlation between kinematic factors and precession angle is prese
this approach. The event-wise method has an advantage over Monte Carlo methods i
exploits the fact that the data themselves reflect the detector acceptances and resolution
teristics, as well as actual physical effects such as theτ andθ dependences of the differenti
cross section. After calculating the transferred polarization, the recoil proton was assigne
sition and a momentum which were consistent with the HMS information and the assum
that the scattering was elastic. The precession and deflection for each proton passing t
selection were calculated along the path through Charybdis by integrating the classical eq
of motion as described in Ref. [13].

Depolarization occurring from nuclear interactions within the 10-cm lead curtain were
lated by treating the lead as a Fermi gas and calculating the five helicity amplitudes nece
describeNN scattering as described in Ref. [14]. The magnitude of the effect of depolariz
onη is discussed in the section on uncertainties.
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Fig. 4. Measured asymmetries for runs with negative [positive] Charybdis polarity shown in top [bottom] pan

The ensemble averages of the sideways polarizations presented to NPOL for both Ch
polarities were calculated thus and the ratio of the two was defined as

ηpre≡ P̄ −
S

P̄ +
S

, (15)

whereηpre is equivalent to the predicted ratio of asymmetries which were compared to the
sured ratio of asymmetries,

ηmeas≡ ξ̄−′

ξ̄+′
. (16)

Measured asymmetries were extracted from the data as in Eqs. (8)–(10); the results f
precession angle are shown in Fig. 4. The difference between the predicted and measure
metries was squared and an error-weighted difference-squared function,

�2 = [ηpre(κ) − ηmeas]2
σ 2

, (17)

was computed whereσ represents the experimental uncertainties added in quadrature. Th
repeated for nine assumed values ofGE/GM → κGE/GM whereκ was a dimensionless sca
factor such that

κ ∈ {0.75, 0.875, 0.9, 0.95, 1.0, 1.05, 1.1, 1.175, 1.25}.
The resulting nine values of�2(κ) were fitted with a function whose minimum determin
the value ofκ that most closely matched the experimentally measured ratio,ηmeas, and thereby
determinedGE/GM (see Fig. 5). The value of the parameter that minimized the fitting func
wasκ = 1.023.
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Fig. 5. Differences between measured and predicted ratio of asymmetries squared as a function of scale parκ .
Circles indicate calculated differences and the fit to these points is shown as the solid line.

3. Systematic and statistical uncertainties

In all, 62 runs were used for the extraction ofG
p
E/G

p
M , corresponding to about 6 Coulom

of charge on target. Of these data, 21 runs were with the Charybdis polarity in the(−) state while
41 runs were used with Charybdis in the(+) state. We note that the difference in number of r
for the± Charybdis states was to account for the smaller component of the sideways polar
in the(+) state.

The largest systematic uncertainties were associated with the determination of the be
larization, the Charybdis field, and the timing calibration. The list of systematic and stat
uncertainties is given in Table 1. In this ratio technique, knowledge of the absolute beam
ization is unnecessary for extractingGE/GM so long as it remains constant over the run per
Uncertainties inGE/GM may arise from uncertainties in the beam polarization and in di
ences in the beam polarization during the two phases of the measurement. The meas
was carried out in approximately 30 hours and the beam polarization was measured thre
during this period with a Møller polarimeter. The error weighted average of these measur
gives an average beam polarization of 72.20± 0.13%, with no apparent change over the ti
of the experiment. The effect of this polarization uncertainty onGE/GM was estimated to b
0.47%. Uncertainties and instabilities in the Charybdis field lead to related uncertainties
precession angle,χ . Rather than treat these contributions to the uncertainty inχ collectively, we
studied them on an individual basis and present the results as they effect the uncertainty ing. One
source of uncertainty is the reliability of the magnetic field map generated from measure
of the Charybdis field. The other is the power supply for Charybdis which had 0.5% leve
tuations in the current it supplied (∼ 50 A). The combined percent uncertainty inGE/GM from
these two effects is 1.12%. The uncertainty from the NPOL timing calibration was estim
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Table 1
Error budget forGE/GM

Uncertδg/g [%]

Beam polarization 0.47
Charybdis power supply 0.51
Charybdis field map 1.01
Timing calibration 0.54
Traceback 0.17
HMS central momentum < 0.06
Beam energy < 0.03
Precession angle < 0.01
Depolarization < 0.01
Radiative corrections < 0.10

Total systematic uncertainty 1.36
Total statistical uncertainty 7.26

Total uncertainty 7.39

by comparing the different physical asymmetries,ξ±′ obtained from different choices of inpu
calibration data.

Just as the beam polarization cancels, in principle, in the ratioPS/PL so does the NPOL
analyzing power,APOL, as long as it does not vary during measurements of the two pr
sion angles. Analyzing powers were calculated for data sets with the two Charybdis po
by calculating the sideways polarization presented to the polarimeter as described abo
combining this with the measured asymmetries and Eq. (10). The resulting analyzing p
wereA+

POL = 0.2250± 0.0076 andA−
POL = 0.2210± 0.0060. Within the precision of this mea

surement,A+
POL = A−

POL and they cancel each other in Eq. (11). Other systematic effects w
contributed less significantly to the uncertainty ofGE/GM include track reconstruction or trac
back, the HMS central momentum, and the incident beam energy. The effect of depolar
on the ratioP̄ −

S /P̄ +
S was estimated by simulatingη with and without nuclear interactions. Th

magnitude of the depolarization effect onη is given in Table 1.
At the present time, a full calculation of radiative effects of polarization observables

not exist. Radiative corrections forep scattering experiments that select events based on nu
kinematics have been estimated by Afanasev et al. [17] using lowest order model indep
corrections. On the basis of the work by Afanasev et al., we estimate the relative uncerta
g due to radiative corrections to be less than 0.10%, as may be seen in Table 1.

The statistical uncertainty was related to the amount of data and resulted in an unce
of 7.26%. This was the largest contribution to the total uncertainty and corresponds to≈ 6 C of
charge on target or equivalently,≈ 30 h of beam time.

4. Results and discussion

The ratio of the Sachs form factors for the proton was determined to be

µpGE = 0.878± 0.065(stat)± 0.011(sys) (18)

GM
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Fig. 6. Ratio of form factors extracted with the Rosenbluth separation technique shown as circles and squa
SuperRosenbluth data shown as crosses [16]. Polarization transfer measurements are shown as triangles [5,6
this work is shown as a bold diamond.

atQ2 = 1.13(GeV/c)2 using this polarization transfer technique. This result agrees well wit
previous Hall A measurement as may be seen in Fig. 6. However, because of its large st
uncertainty it lies within 1σ of the results from the Rosenbluth separation.

Presently, it is thought that two-photon corrections to radiative effects are responsib
at least some of the disagreement between the Rosenbluth separation and recoil pol
methods [9]. In particular, with two-photon exchange diagrams included, the cross sec
modified by the virtual photon polarization,ε. The size of the two-photon effect has been stud
with electron–proton and positron–proton elastic scattering atQ2 � 0.5 (GeV/c)2 [15] and a
decrease to the cross section attributed to the two-photon corrections has been observed

Estimates of the size of the two-photon contribution may possibly explain the disagre
between the Rosenbluth and recoil polarimetry techniques if the corrections for large-ε increases
the cross section by approximately 6%, relative to small-ε corrections [16]. Consequently, th
Rosenbluth data are sensitive to both one- and two-photon exchange because that e
method relies on several cross section measurements over a range ofε. Recoil polarization mea
surements, being ratios of scattering yields at the same kinematics andε, are less sensitive t
ε dependent corrections. However, this explanation remains only conjecture until two-p
corrections are studied in detail atQ2 � 1 (GeV/c)2.

This measurement, with a stand-alone polarimeter, complements the Hall A measu
obtained with a focal plane polarimeter though statistical uncertainty makes it impossible
out the result obtained via the Rosenbluth separation technique without more data. Howe
work suggests that this technique could be used successfully to determineµpG

p
E/G

p
M atQ2 > 1

(GeV/c)2. In addition, the result reported here also suggests the validity of the measurem
µnG

n
E/Gn

M using the same or similar polarimeter [12]. A proposal by our collaboration fo
experiment employing an improved version of the polarimeter reported on here has been a
at Jefferson Lab for a measurement ofµnG

n /Gn atQ2 = 4.3 (GeV/c)2.
E M
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